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1 Introduction
European electricity markets have experienced a structural shift since liber-
alisation by EU Directive in 1996. Well-established supply structures with
vertically integrated rms were broken up and replaced by wholesale and retail
markets. In most countries, competitive market structures succeeded monop-
olies.
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1Furthermore, the EU aims to reach climate protection goals according to
the Kyoto Protocol of 1997 via an EU-wide emission trading scheme curbing
CO2 emissions. Additionally, each national state implements dierent sup-
port schemes for renewable energies to increase the share of renewable energy
in domestic electricity production.1 A high share of renewable energies, in
turn, results in higher 
uctuation and less predictability of electricity genera-
tion, which increases the demand for balancing power while decreasing full-load
hours of conventional power plants. Potentially critical is a lack of investment
in capacity that provides security of supply following from that. Hence, and
to smooth out supply by renewable energies, compensatory measures such as
new storage technologies, demand side management or decentralised micro-
CHP plants complementing decentralised renewable energy capacity must be
examined.
In short, the complexity of electricity markets in Europe is increasing, lead-
ing to new challenges for decision makers. Energy system models are helpful
tools for simulating these complex interdependencies. The Institute for Energy
Economics at the University of Cologne (EWI) has developed linear simula-
tion models of European electricity markets for many years to help decision
makers in business and politics. These models usually minimise long-term or
short-term costs of electricity generation subject to various constraints. Typ-
ical constraints are meeting inelastic, exogenous demand, achieving a certain
mix of production capacity (for example with respect to renewable energies),
or providing a specied level of security of supply.
One family of models at EWI simulates long-term developments on markets,
specically investments in power plants, electricity storage and other physical
assets of the electricity sector. The results can be interpreted as a solution to
the cost-minimization problems (subject to certain restrictions) of social plan-
ners. The short-term result, i.e. for existing production and infrastructure
capacities, is equivalent to an allocation arising on markets with perfect com-
petition. In the long run, however, this does not have to be the case as the
model can invest in technologies that are not protable at marginal cost prices.
1 See F ursch et al. (2010) for a comprehensive overview of dierent support schemes through-
out Europe.
2The following provides a non-exhaustive overview of models developed at
EWI in the past 15 years. The rst electricity market investment model was
developed by Hoster (1996) to examine the impact of a single European market
on the German electricity industry. In this model, the conventional power plant
mix of Germany and (partly aggregated) neighbouring countries was simulated.
Starrmann (2001) presents an investment model that extended Hoster's with
a heat market, making it possible to model investment decisions in combined
heat and power plants (CHP) as well. The model spanned the entire UCTE
regions in varying detail. Another expanded version can be found in Bartels
and Seeliger (2005).
The models mentioned above are all characterised by a strongly simplied
dispatch simulation: There are only 12 dierent load levels given, three per
season in a year. Bartels (2009) has developed a model called DIME where
dispatch simulation improved signicantly. A total of 288 load levels can be
considered in the simulation. This is a decisive improvement especially when
modelling increased wind power production, as time series of wind power input
inhibit greater variation than others, for example, grid load. These variations
cannot be adequately represented by 12 load levels. Moreover, the model is
now used to represent 12 EU countries.
DIME has been used in several recent research and consulting projects by
EWI. These include an energy policy analysis for the German Government
(Schlesinger et al., 2010; Nagl et al., 2011), a study on integrating renew-
able energy sources for the German Energy Agency (DENA) (German Energy
Agency, 2010; Paulus and Borggrefe, 2010), a technical report on the future
potential of electric mobility for the German Association of Energy and Water
Industries (BDEW) (Richter and Lindenberger, 2010; Richter, 2010) as well as
a technical report on the deployment of RES and its impact on the conventional
power market (F ursch et al., 2010).
DIMENSION is being developed to consolidate dierent simulations of the
past projects mentioned above. Specically, it is enhanced by a module to
include demand side management (German Energy Agency, 2010; Paulus and
Borggrefe, 2010) and another module to simulate the dispatch of battery elec-
tric vehicles (Richter and Lindenberger, 2010; Richter, 2010). Additionally,
3the dispatch decision has been rened even further. Any number of dierent
load levels up to 8,760 hours per year can now be considered. Wind power
input is based on current data provided by EUROWIND. Furthermore, en-
dogenous investment in net transfer capacity between and within countries is
now included.
Therefore, the model provides a basis to access fundamental questions of the
coming years: How does the electricity production mix change given increased
wind power input? What roles do conventional power plants play in the future?
How can the several options to integrate renewable energies, such as power
storages, demand side management, electric vehicles or decentralised electricity
production be combined optimally?
The remainder is structured as follows. Section 2.1 provides some basic
denitions. In section 2.2 and 2.3 the basic model equations are presented.
Section 2.4-2.6 introduces three modules incorporated in the model: Combined
heat and power plants, demand side management and electric vehicle virtual
power storages.
2 The Model
In the paper at hand I focus on the model's basic mathematical structure {
some details are left out, and the paper does not deal with any kind of data
preparation at all.
The model is formulated as a directed graph consisting of a set V of vertices
and a set E  V V of edges. The set of vertices can be subdivided into sources
and sinks, where power plants are modelled as sources and demand regions as
sinks, for example. In the following, parameters and variables are indicated by
lower-case letters, where variables are printed in bold. An electricity 
ow f
between vertices is allowed if these vertices are connected by an edge. I write
a  b, if (a;b) 2 E and dene for each b the set of suppliers by S(b) := fa 2
Eja  bg and the set of consumers by C(b) := fa 2 Ejb  ag.
Each edge has a capacity c : E ! R+ which bounds the 
ow f between
vertices. Moreover,  : E ! [0;1] denotes an eciency factor which models
electricity losses when an edge is crossed.
4The model's time structure is represented by a set T  N of points in time.
This time structure is 
exible and the user can customize it, which means any
year until 2050 can be simulated in almost any resolution. Most of the param-
eters depend on the time structure, but throughout the paper this dependence
is omitted.
Example 1. Consider a set P of power plant technologies and that there exists only
one market b. Then V = P [fbg and a  b if a 2 P is a technology that may produce
for market b. The installed capacity of a in b is given by c(a;b). The power plant's
own consumption of electricity may be modeled via (a;b).
2.1 Balance of Demand and Supply
Let M  V denote the set of markets demanding electricity. The model's






f (t;b;a) = d(t;y) 8b 2 M: (1)
In every vertice the dierence of in
ows and out
ows equals demand d, where
in
ows are weighted with the transportation eciency . Note that a can
denote a market or a technology. If a is a market, then f (t;a;b) denotes the
power transfer from a to b. If a is a power plant technology, then f (t;a;b)
denotes the gross electricity production for market b by technology a. See
gure 2.1 for an exemplary illustration.
2.2 Capacity Restrictions and Investment
As mentioned above, the 
ow f (t;a;b) along an edge (a;b) is bounded above by
its capacity c(t;a;b). Existing capacity is time-dependent, since commissioning
and decommissioning of capacities is allowed. Moreover, let  : E ! [0;1]
denote the time-dependent availability of capacity.2 The capacity restriction is
then given by











Figure 1: The vertices a1;a2;a3 represent generation technologies, whereas
b1;b2;b3 represent markets. The arrows indicate possible 
ows of
electricity and their direction.
f (t;a;b)  (t;a;b)c(t;a;b): (2)
If a and b are markets, then c(t;a;b) denotes the net transfer capacity (NTC)
between these markets.
The next equation describes the development of capacity over time. The
expression c equals the net change of installed capacity. This is the sum
of capacity investments and capacity decommissioning, where decommissioned
capacity in turn is the sum of capacity that is worn out due to lifetime re-
strictions and of capacity that is decommissioned endogenously for economic
reasons. Further restrictions are imposed so that capacity extensions can be
bounded or supressed for specic elements (a;b).3 These restrictions are self-
explanatory and thus omitted here.
c(t + 1;a;b) = c(t;a;b) + c(t;a;b): (3)
3For example nuclear power plants in Germany.
6In addition to the overall capacity restriction (2) the gradients of power
plants are modelled. Since the model is linear, the gradients are linearly ap-
proximated. First, a minimum load condition is imposed. The minimum load
share of a supplier is given by 
 : V ! [0;1]. Let cop denote the absolute
amount of capacity that is in operation. Then:

(a)cop(t;a;b)  f (t;a;b)  cop(t;a;b)  (t;a;b)c(t;a;b) (4)
The 
ow f is allowed to change in the interval [
cop;cop] without restrictions
regarding the mechanical inertia of a power plant. This approximates that if
a power plant is in part load, it will be able to increase its output relatively
quickly. Contrarily, it takes time for some technologies to start producing.
Second, the change of cop is restricted { the evolution of cop is given by
cop(t + 1;a;b) = cop(t;a;b) + cop(t;a;b): (5)
Let  : V ! R denote the reciprocal of the startup time of a power plant.4
The variable cop is then restricted by
cop(t;a;b)  (a)(c(t;a;b)   cop(t;a;b)): (6)
The dierence c  cop is the total amount of capacity that is not in operation
mode which can partly be activated when moving from t to t + 1.
2.3 Power Storages
Let a 2 V be a storage and b 2 V be a market. As for power plants, the in-
stalled capacity of power storages is by c(t;a;b) and measured in watts (W). To
calculate the storage's volume measured in Wh, which is denoted by v(t;a;b),
a discharging time  : V ! R+ is used which equals the time it takes to empty
a full storage. This implies that a constant ratio of a storage's volume and its
generation capacity is assumed. Thus, this ratio is treated as a characteristic
of a specic storage technology. This gives:
4In fact, the start up time of a power plant depends on the plant's idle time and thus is not
constant. I use a mean value.
7v(t;a;b)  (a)c(t;a;b): (7)
Regarding compressor capacity, i.e. the injection rate, it is assumed that
this is proportional to the generation capacity as well. Let  denote the ratio
of the injection and withdrawal rate. The maximal storage injection f (t;b;a)
is then bounded according to equation (8):
f (t;b;a)  (a)c(t;a;b); (8)
Equation 9 nally describes the evolution of a storage's volume over time.
Note that, in particular, this equation would become more complex if the de-
pendency on the time structure T was taken into account.
v(t + 1;a;b) = v(t;a;b) + (a;b)f (t;b;a)   f (t;a;b): (9)
Example 2. If a 2 V is a power storage and b 2 V is a market so that a  b, then
b  a holds, too. The power storage is then considered as a consumer of b. If c(t;a;b)
= 100MW and if it takes, say, ve hours to empty the storage, then the storage volume
is given by 5h 100MW = 500MWh. If (a) = 0:5, then compressor capacity equals
50MW.
2.4 Combined Heat and Power Plants
The module presented here was introduced by Starrmann (2001) and devel-
oped further by Bartels (2009). Cogeneration plants generate electricity and
usable heat at the same time. This combined process reduces the amount of
primary energy used compared to the situation where both products are gen-
erated separately, i.e. power plants and heating plants. If the model's network
structure covered only vertices demanding electricity, the cost-saving eects
of cogeneration would be disregarded, and investments in cogeneration plants
would be underestimated. Thus, an additional set H  V of vertices is intro-
duced which represents markets for district heating. It is assumed that every
c 2 H is connected with exactly one electricity market b 2 V , so that b  c
for exactly one b. On the other hand, more than one heat market may be
8connected with b. Let H(b) denote the set of heat markets belonging to b, i.e.
H(b) = fc 2 Hj(b;c) 2 Eg. Now, if a 2 V is a cogeneration plant so that
a  b, it is claimed that a  c for exactly one c 2 H(b), which means that
a cogeneration plant a may serve a market b for electricity and exactly one
market c for heat that is connected with b. I denote this unique c by h(a;b).





















Figure 2: The CHP plant a may serve both electricity markets b1 and b2 and
exactly one heat market that is connected to each electricity market:
In this example we have h(a;b1) = h(a;b2) = h2;2. CHP plants
compete with heat-only plants denoted by c.
An important technical characteristic of a cogeneration plant is the power
to heat production ratio. This ratio can be constant or 
exible depending
on the specic cogeneration technology and it determines the 
exibility of the
9plant. It has a considerable impact on the plant's dispatch. If, for example,
electricity demand is low, heat demand is high and a plant has a constant and
high power to heat ratio, it will probably be inecient to serve heat demand
by this plant. Instead, a pure heating plant will probably be dispatched. If
the plant has 
exibility regarding its power to heat ratio, it might decrease
electricity production and keep heat production on a constant level.
If a 2 V is a cogeneration plant with a xed power to heat ratio (a) and if
b is a market so that jH(b)j > 0 holds, the following equation must hold:
f (t;a;b) = (a)f (t;a;h(a;b)): (10)
That is, for every unit f (t;a;b) of electricity the cogeneration plant must pro-
duce (a)f (t;a;h(a;b)) units of heat. Note that for f (t;a;b) the capacity re-
striction (2) holds and thus (a)f (t;a;h(a;b)) is bounded appropriately.
If a 2 V is a cogeneration plant that has a 
exible power to heat ratio the
equation above is relaxed:
f (t;a;b)  (a)f (t;a;h(a;b)): (11)
Thus, a cogeneration plant a may generate electricity without generating usable
heat, but not the other way round, and (a) may be viewed as the minimum
power to heat ratio that is allowed for a. Thus, in a well dened range a 
exible
cogeneration plant can \trade" one unit of electricity for some units of heat,
where the exchange rate does not equal one but is given by the power loss ratio
(a). One unit of electricity and (a) units of heat are then equivalent, which
leads to the following capacity restriction:
f (t;a;b) + (a)f (t;a;h(a;b))  (t;a;b)c(t;a;b): (12)
Note that if a does not produce usable heat this equation reduces to equation
(2).
10Example 3. Let b represent a geographic region in some country, and let H(b) =
fc1;c2g. For example, c1 can be seen as a market for district heating and c2 for
process heating in this region. Demand for heat can only be served by heating plants
or by cogeneration plants that are located nearby, i.e. located in b, which originally
motivated the modelling approach that every heat market is connected with some
unique electricity market. A 
exible cogeneration plant that is located in b is dened
by its electricity generation capacity c(t;a;b) =1000MW. Moreover, let (c) = 0:66
and (c) = 0:2. Equations (11) and (12) give that the extreme points of the set
of feasible production combinations are 1000MW electricity/0MW heat and 715MW
electricity/1429MW heat. The convex hull of these two points and the origin gives the
set of feasible production combinations. Figure 2.4 provides a qualitative illustration.
Generation technologies
a1 a3 a2 a1 a3 a2












Markets b1 b2 Markets
c(a,b) Heat c(a,b) Heat
h1,1 h2,1
Heat
markets h1,1 h2,1 markets
h1,2 h2,2
h1,3
Figure 3: The set of feasible production combinations is grey colored. The
parameters  and  dene the slope of the boundaries.
2.5 Demand Side Management Processes
The demand side management (DSM) module presented here was developed
by EWI and applied by the German Energy Agency (2010) and Paulus and
Borggrefe (2010). By a process I mean any kind of \action" demanding elec-
tricity. A DSM process is a process whose demand is price-elastic in the short
term. An example of a DSM process in the industry sector is aluminium elec-
trolysis, an example of a domestic DSM process is night storage heating. In the
model a DSM process is a process that may deviate from its mean electricity
consumption. A specic DSM process is modelled as a vertice u 2 U  V .
11In the paper at hand, so far only the supply side of the electricity system
was taken into account, whereas the demand side was considered to be inelas-
tic and to be represented by d(t;b), a number that was originally determined
top down. In contrast to that, the potential for demand side management was
determined by a bottom-up approach in earlier EWI contributions (German
Energy Agency, 2010; Paulus and Borggrefe, 2010). Let's assume for the mo-
ment that we may access the \set of all processes" which I denote by ~ U. Then
it holds that U  ~ U. For every ~ a 2 ~ U, let d~ a(t;m) denote the average demand
of the process ~ a. To ensure consistency between the top-down and bottom-up
approach, it is required that
X
~ a2~ U
d~ a(t;m) = d(t;b): (13)
Let a 2 U denote a DSM process and let da(t;m) denote its average demand.
In order to dene the 
exibility of a with respect to da(t;b) numbers d 
a (t;b)
and d+
a (t;b) have to be dened so that
d 
a (t;b)  da(t;b)  d+
a (t;b) (14)
holds. These boundaries d 
a and d+
a depend on technical characteristics and
installed load in every market of each process. See also German Energy Agency
(2010) and Paulus and Borggrefe (2010) for an estimation procedure. This gives
the potential of DSM from a technical point of view:
0  c(t;a;b)  da(t;b)   d 
a (t;b); (15)
0  c(t;b;a)  d+
a (t;b)   da(t;b): (16)
As for power plants, the capacity restriction (2) and any other equation
containing the capacity variable c holds for DSM processes as well. Moreover,
if a process is inert, equation (6) can be extended to cover such DSM processes.
In general, DSM processes can be distinguished as shift load processes char-
acterised by a constant accumulated electricity consumption in a specic pe-
riod, and shed load processes which can reduce the accumulated consumption
12of electricity. For a shift load DSM process further restrictions have to be
imposed. The next equation ensures that the consumption of electricity is
constant during the time period T under consideration:
X
t2T
(b;a)f (t;b;a)   f (t;a;b) = 0: (17)
The factor  can be used to model losses that arise from load shifting. For
most of the processes, equation (17) is formulated for several subsets of T. For
example, washing machines have to catch up shifted energy in 24 hours.
Example 4. Consider the production process of aluminium where an electrolysis
is conducted. Let's assume there is an installed load of 1500MW in Germany. The
accumulated electric power the electrolysis actually demands is assumed to be constant
and to equal 1100MW during normal operation. This demand may be increased by
5% or reduced by 10%. The technical potential for load increase is then given by
d+
a (t;b)   da(t;b) = 1:05  1100   1100 = 55; (18)
the technical potential for laod decrease by
da(t;b)   d 
a (t;b) = 1:1  1100   1100 = 110: (19)
This leads to c(t;a;b)  55 and c(t;b;a)  110. Moreover, we assume that the pro-
cess has a constant demand during a period of 48 hours (cp. equation (17) for an
appropriate subset of T).
2.6 Electric Vehicles Virtual Power Storages
Electric vehicles are treated in a similar way as storages and demand side man-
agement processes. The module presented here was developed and evaluated
by Richter and Lindenberger (2010) and Richter (2010).
In the model a battery electric vehicle (BEV) is characterised by its battery
capacity in terms of Wh, discharging time  and its ratio of injection and with-
drawal rate .5 The storage volume bound (7) holds true for electric vehicles
as well. In addition to that, the storage equation (9) is extended by an out
ow
(t;w), which is due to the fact that electric vehicles demand electricity for
5These rates rely on assumptions regarding the technical properties of the battery and the
recharging station.
13driving purposes:
v(t + 1;a;b) = v(t;a;b) + (a;b)f (t;b;a)   f (t;a;b)   (t;a) (20)
This out
ow is estimated based on the vehicles' driving proles (Richter and
Lindenberger, 2010).
In this context, the parameter  describes the share of electric vehicles that
is connected to the grid at a specic point in time. It is assumed that electric
vehicles may feed electricity back to the grid, so that equation (2) holds for
electric vehicles as well. The charging speed of electric cars is bounded by
equation (8).
A new element that arises when modelling electric vehicles stems from the
fact that the storage volume connected to the grid depends on time. The
expression (a)c(t;a;b) equals the overall storage volume, and the variable
v(t;a;b) equals the energy stored in this volume in t. Only a share of (t;a;b)
of the overall storage volume is connected to the grid.
Now, a diculty arises because thus far it is left open which share of v(t;a;b)
is stored in (a)c(t;w;b). However, I chose the simplest approach and assume
that the share of energy stored in batteries that are connected to the grid
equals (t;a;b). This means that at any point t in time an empty storage
volume that equals (t;a;b)(c(t;a;b) v(t;a;b)) is ready to be charged. Thus,
two additional restrictions have to be imposed:
0  f (t;b;a)  (t;a;b)(c(t;a;b)   v(t;a;b)) (21)
and
0  f (t;a;b)  (t;a;b)v(t;a;b): (22)
The 
exibility that is left after imposing these restrictions is used by the model
to dispatch electric vehicles like a storage.
Example 5. Let's consider one type of electric vehicle. We assume that there are
1,000,000 EVs and each battery has a storage volume that equals 30kWh. The dis-
charging and recharging times coincide ((a) = 1) and equal 3 hours ((a) = 3). The
accumulated storage has a volume of 30GWh. The capacity of electricity generation
is c(t;a;b) = 10GW. If at t one third of all vehicles is connected to the grid, and if
v(t;a;b) = 15GWh, then the empty storage volume connected to the grid (and thus
can be recharged) amounts to 1=3  (30   15) = 5GWh.
142.7 Objective Function
The objective function is the discounted sum of some variables introduced
earlier, weighted with specic costs. The discount factor is neglected here
to keep notation simple. The classes of variables considered in the objective
function are f (the 
ow between vertices), c (the capacity between vertices),
c (the net change of installed capacity) and cop (the net change of capacity
that is ready to operate).
The 
ow f (t;a;b) between vertices (a;b) is weighted with its variable costs





Example 6. If a 2 V is a power plant and b 2 V is a market, the variable f (t;a;b)
denotes the electricity generation by a in b at t. The variable costs xf (t;a;b) may then
be modelled as the sum of fuel costs and other variable costs.
Example 7. Let a 2 V denote a load-shedding DSM process and b 2 V a market.
Then the variable f (t;a;b) denotes the load that is shedded in t, and xf (t;a;b) denotes
the value of lost load.
For each (a;b) 2 E the capacity c(a;b) is treated as an asset. Its annuity
is calculated with respect to the asset's specic investment costs, depreciation
period and rate of return. This gives the annual xed costs for c(t;a;b). The
sum over all the years considered and over all (a;b) 2 E gives the accumulated
investment costs and is denoted by xc.
The xed operation and maintenance costs are obtained by multiplying the
existing capacity c(t;a;b) with some specic cost factor which includes labour
costs, for example. I denote the accumulated FOM costs by xc.
Example 8. Let a 2 V be a 1,000MW power plant and b 2 V be a market. If
the specic investment costs of (a;b) equal 800e/kW, the depreciation period of (a;b)
equals 20 years, and if we assume a rate of return of 0.1, the annuity is given by
1;000MW  800e/kW 
(1 + 0:1)20  0:1
(1 + 0:1)20   1
= 93;967:7e:
15The model takes into account that it is costly to increase the electricity
production of a power plant due to increased equipment attrition and increased
fuel consumption. The weighted sum of all cop(t;a;b) is denoted by x
op
c.
Summing up all cost components gives the objective function, where x de-
notes the accumulated discounted costs (as mentioned earlier, the discount
factor is neglected for the sake of a simple notation).










A solution is obtained by minimizing x. The model is implemented in GAMS
23.3, the solver package is CPLEX 12.
3 Summary and Outlook
The paper at hand presents a linear energy system model for simulating Eu-
ropean electricity markets which emphasises future investment in conventional
generation capacity. Earlier modelling approaches developed at EWI were con-
solidated and rened. New developments focus on future requirements concern-
ing electricity markets characterised by a high feed in of renewable energies:
Increased 
exibility in electricity generation, increased elasticity of electricity
demand and new options for storing electricity.
In the model presented renewable energie sources (RES) are treated exoge-
nously, which means that the share as well as the mix of RES is not a model
result. To evaluate the interdependency of RES feed in and 
exibility options
an endogenous treatment of RES would be preferable. The model, as described,
is fully compatible with endogenous RES. Moreover, the development of a bal-
ancing power market module that captures the connection to the energy market
would improve the simulation of the power plants' dispatch and thus the sim-
ulation of capacity investments.6 These two enhancements of the model will
be addressed by future research. Moreover, applications of the model will be
provided.
6The model DIME developed by Bartels (2009) provides a simplied balancing power mar-
ket.
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ABOUT EWI
EWI is a so called An-Institute annexed to the University of Cologne. The character of such an institute is determined
by a complete freedom of research and teaching and it is solely bound to scientiﬁc principles. The EWI is supported
by the University of Cologne as well as by a benefactors society whose members are of more than forty organizations,
federations and companies. The EWI receives ﬁnancial means and material support on the part of various sides, among
others from the German Federal State North Rhine-Westphalia, from the University of Cologne as well as – with less
than half of the budget – from the energy companies E.ON and RWE. These funds are granted to the institute EWI for
the period from 2009 to 2013 without any further stipulations. Additional funds are generated through research projects
and expert reports. The support by E.ON, RWE and the state of North Rhine-Westphalia, which for a start has been ﬁxed
for the period of ﬁve years, amounts to twelve Million Euros and was arranged on 11th September, 2008 in a framework
agreement with the University of Cologne and the benefactors society. In this agreement, the secured independence
and the scientiﬁc autonomy of the institute plays a crucial part. The agreement guarantees the primacy of the public
authorities and in particular of the scientists active at the EWI, regarding the disposition of funds. This special promotion
serves the purpose of increasing scientiﬁc quality as well as enhancing internationalization of the institute. The funding
by the state of North Rhine-Westphalia, E.ON and RWE is being conducted in an entirely transparent manner.
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